
ELEMENTARY
CHURCH AT HOME!

Click HERE to watch this week's Bible Story 

or find it online at: hopecitypdx.com/kids

P A L M  S U N D A Y  A P R I L  5 T H ,  2 0 2 0

This week we're 
learning:

A WEEKLY BIBLE STORY &
ACTIVITIES YOU CAN DO 
AT HOME!

Create a humility jar for this month and write, “put others first”

on your jar as a reminder. Pick any item you would want to add;

such as, pom poms, cotton balls, or M&M’s. Anytime you see a

family member put another family member or friend first, add

one item to the jar. See if you can fill the jar by the end of the

month and then celebrate with a special treat.

 

WHAT YOU SAY: It's easy to think about ourselves and without

a plan we will default to putting ourselves first.  Let's take some

time to think about how we can put others first. Then we can ask

God to help us!

WHAT YOU NEED: One or several water bottles

 

Fill the water bottle(s) 1/4 to 1/3 full with water and put the cap

on tightly. Hold the bottle loosely by the top and toss it forward

(so the bottom rotates away from you). Try to throw the water

bottle so it does one complete flip and lands upright without falling

over. See how many times you each can get the water bottle to do a

full flip.

 

WHAT YOU SAY: Jesus flipped everything upside down! Being

arrested and taken to the cross is not what the Disciples would

have expected. It was confusing. But Jesus was going to do

something even more unexpected!

Humility means putting

others first.

Memory Verse:

Discussion Q's:

Don’t do anything only to get

ahead. Don’t do it because

you are proud. Instead, be

humble. Value others more

than yourselves.
 

Philippians 2:3

Family Activities:

What are some ways you can

put others first this week?

 

Can you think of a time

someone else put you first?

How did it feel?

Flipped Upside Down:

Humility Jar:

Bible Story:
Jesus Prays in the Garden

Matthew 26: 36-56

https://vimeo.com/showcase/6936782
https://vimeo.com/showcase/6874412




What to Do:
Print one copy for each kid. 
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